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EARNINGS AND INCOME LIABILITY DISCLAIMER: 
 
We make every effort to ensure that we accurately represent these products and services and their potential for 

income. Earning and Income statements made by our company and its customers are estimates of what we think 

you can possibly earn. There is no guarantee that you will make these levels of income and you accept the risk 

that the earnings and income statements differ by individual.  

 

As with any business, your results may vary, and will be based on your individual capacity, business experience, 

expertise, and level of desire. There are no guarantees concerning the level of success you may experience. The 

testimonials and examples used are exceptional results, which do not apply to the average purchaser, and are not 

intended to represent or guarantee that anyone will achieve the same or similar results. Each individual's success 

depends on his or her background, dedication, desire and motivation.  

 

There is no assurance that examples of past earnings can be duplicated in the future. We cannot guarantee your 

future results and/or success. There are some unknown risks in business and on the internet that we cannot 

foresee which can reduce results. We are not responsible for your actions.  

 

The use of our information, products and services should be based on your own due diligence and you agree that 

our company is not liable for any success or failure of your business that is directly or indirectly related to the 

purchase and use of our information, products and services. 

 

The advice and strategies contained herein may not be suitable for your situation.  It is not meant to give legal, 

financial, or accounting advice or recommendations. You should consult with an appropriate professional when 

necessary.  Neither the publisher nor authors or any affiliates, officers, representatives, or any related Companies 

shall be liable for any loss of profit or any commercial damages, including but not limited to special, incidental, 

consequential, or other damages. 

 

 

©2015 by Robert Newhart Jr. 
All Rights reserved.  No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted 

In any form or by any means, electronic, or mechanical, including photocopying, 

Recording, or by any information storage or retrieval system, without 

Permission in writing from the publisher. 

 

Written in 2015 and Published by: 

Robert Newhart Jr. 

  
3900 Barrett Drive, Suite 311-E 

Raleigh, NC 27609 

 

Websites: www.RobertNewhartJr.com 

 

E-Mail: info@RobertNewhartJr.com 

 

 

With my Easy Marketing GPS - Guaranteed Profits System™ you will get step-by-step instructions 

to grow your business…even in a recession. See Bonus Sections to learn more! 

 

So you can Attract More Of Your Best Prospects, Make More Profits, 

Serve Your Community Better And Enjoy More Time Off! 
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Value Index 
 

 
Quick Note:  I use the word ‘customer’ interchangeably to also mean client, patient, 

member, whatever you refer to as your paying guests, your most valuable asset. 

 

I also use the word ‘business’, but also mean practice, office, your baby, organization, 

what keeps you up at night until you master these strategies! 

 

I caution you to NOT take this lightly, miss just one of these strategies and you are 

losing money like a hole in a bucket of water, two or more and you are a sinking ship, 

BUT get these right and you will grow your bottom line 50-150% in a very short time 

and have more profits, time and freedom than ever before in your life! 
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How To Use Leverage For Exponential Growth 

Create an Avalanche of Qualified Traffic! 

 

STRATEGY #8: Create Strategic Alliances to grow your 

business exponentially! Ultimate Leverage! 

 

The ancient Greek scientist  

Archimedes said, in 230 BC: “Give 

me a lever long enough and a place to 

stand, and I will move the world.” 

 

Using the principle of leverage to grow your business is about gaining the most 

in terms of sales, cash flow and profits for the least amount of time, effort and money 

invested. It is about effectively using small amounts of energy and capital resources to 

produce huge sometimes-exponential results. 

  

Leverage is about multiplying the power of your advertising and marketing 

efforts so you gain a far greater return for your investment. It is about using 

your time, energy and marketing strategy, to get fifteen or thirty times the result in less 

time and for one quarter the effort. 

 

One of the greatest strategies I have found yet to use leverage to your advantage 

is by creating “Strategic Alliances” with non-competing businesses who also serve 

your target niche market. 

 

If you are once again scratching your head and saying, “Newhart, what the heck 

are you talking about now? An alliance with someone who also serves my 

customers?”  I will explain.   
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If you have been in business for even a short time you understand the power of 

referrals and visiting groups that are based on passing referrals amongst each other to 

help each grow their business.  There is some leverage here in that you will get a warm 

referral versus chasing after a cold lead however, this is still just a one-to-one, one at a 

time way to grow your business. 

 

What we are really looking for is a bigger lever, a one-to-many relationship 

that will drive masses of traffic to your business with the least amount of work.  This 

will allow you to get the exponential results I spoke of. 

 

Here is the basics of how it works.   

 

Step 1. Look inside your current customer base (if you are new or just 

starting you will need to identify someone outside) who might 

already be a raving fan of yours or at the very least a consistent 

customer who has access to or also already services your target niche 

market. 

Step 2. Contact them and explain that you wish to form an alliance by 

seeking an endorsement of you and your service or product that they 

would be willing to send to their “trusted” customer base.  In 

exchange you will reciprocate with and endorsement of them to your 

base or reward them for each new customer you get from the alliance 

letter.  

Step 3. Once agreed upon create the letters and get them out in the mail and 

watch the new customers start rolling in. 

 

NOTE: If you do not have a probable alliance partner in your current customer base 

don’t worry.  This will still work you just need to identify business owners in the 

community who also serve your target market and develop a relationship to gain an 

endorsement, cross-promotion, co-op advertising or some other method that will 

benefit both people in the alliance and help them grow their business. 
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Now I can see you now really scratching your head, possibly shouting explicatives at me 

as you read it but trust me this process works!  Here is why it works.   

 

 Let’s use an example here to show why.  Say you own a business as a pet groomer.  

You do everything grooming when it comes to pets.  You have been in business for 10 

years, you even have a mobile unit that can go right to the customer’s house if need be.  

Your customers Love You! They rave every time they pick up their pet after you have 

groomed it and they even send you a new customer now and then but business is flat 

and your plan is to grow. 

 

 You decide to take my advice and begin looking inside your current customer base 

and remember that you have a Dog Trainer [the largest dog trainer] in town as your 

customer and they send you a referral now and then.  They do such a great job at training 

dogs they get written up in the newspaper and their clients just love them to death like 

your customers love you! They are not your competitor, but they still serve your 

potential customer base, people that have dogs!  Can you see where I am going 

with this?  Wheels turning? 

 

 Maybe you just never thought about creating an alliance to promote your 

businesses or co-op your message to your target market but now you know there is 

power, exponential power in creating a strong strategic alliance so you both win because 

you both have a customer base that opens your mail, or email.  They beg for your 

newsletter and love your services so when you recommend something to them anyone 

who needs that product or service will most likely try it out based on your 

recommendation.  Now you have a many-to-one relationship, a strategic 

alliance to drive exponential growth to your business. 

 

 The real power comes when you begin to look for many of these relationships and 

alliances and you begin to wonder why you ever spent any advertising money on 

anything else! 
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 Once you apply this method to grow your business after you have 

done some of the other things mentioned earlier you will be able to grow 

your business in any marketplace under any conditions at will. 

 

Using leverage to your advantage is a matter of increasing your success 

through your intelligence or innovation. Remember in Strategy #1 I gave you a quote 

by Peter Drucker that mentioned that the, “Only two functions of a business that 

produces results are Marketing and Innovation…” everything else is a cost. 

 

Creating leverage for your business by employing proven strategies is one method 

to boost your odds and give you a greater probability for success. Leverage is a way of 

hedging your chances to position yourself for better results without spending a fortune. 

 

Leverage is really a strategy for establishing superior “field positioning”, before the 

game even begins. 

 

 

Essentially, leverage is about: 

 

 

• Creating the highest likelihood for successful results… 

 

 

• Providing the lowest possibility of failure… 

 

 

• Utilizing the least amount of resources (time, energy, money)… 

 

…In order to gain the greatest possible return on your investment. 

 

So how else can you use leverage so you can improve upon your current results? 
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Here are 7 more ways to get more for less in your marketing efforts (leverage): 
 

o Use videos with you answering the questions your prospects ask you so 

they can see you answering these in advance and see you as the natural 

choice to do business with. 
 

o Make sure everyone in your local marketplace knows who you are, your 

story, and why you are there doing what you do.  Make sure you expose 

them to your Lead Magnet and then your “irresistible offer” segmentation 

sale. 
 

o Take advantage of low-cost marketing options such as web 2.0 properties, 

blog posts, social media posts, Facebook/Twitter ads, co-op advertising, 

Internet and publicity, lunch & learns, customer appreciation days, loyalty 

plans, service bundles, teach and reward your customers for referrals. 

 

o Renew the sales relationship with inactive or past customers using email 

and SMS.  Are you even collecting these items? 
 

o Create superior advertising that promotes your USP/WHY and gets more 

people to respond.  Drive all new traffic to a Lead Magnet and then your 

Segmentation Sale. 

 

o Rework your follow-up material so recipients are literally compelled to 

buy from you again and again because not doing so would actually cost 

them dearly due to all the benefits they’ll miss out on. 

 
o Be a guest on podcasts or online radio shows. Write a book, a report, get 

your face and your story out to the marketplace. 
 

o Once your system is working, expand your marketing reach and put it on 

autopilot so you can free up more of your time for other activities. 
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Successful marketing really boils down to this: 

 

1. Find your best source of new niche prospects and customers…[Don’t be 

everything to everybody] and determine the most viable, cost effective, 

productive, and expedient way to reach out to them… 

2. Convert as many prospects into customers for life – delighted customers 

who happily tell others all about your products and services. 

3. Keep inviting your loyal customers back for a 2nd or 3rd helping to increase 

their lifetime value. 

 

Leveraging your marketing efforts through Strategic Alliances helps you find 

more first-time customers. You can then turn that new one-time sale into a continued 

relationship that can last for many years and bring you thousands upon thousands of 

dollars. 

 

Using the principle of leveraging allows you to exponentially grow your business 

by multiplying the effectiveness of every marketing initiative. It is like profiting from 

the results of 60 salespeople instead of 3, and it’s like having a full-page ad instead of a 

one-line directory listing.  

 

Imagine being at a convention with a room full of your niche customers listening 

to your every word as you tell them about a new product that they are seeking and that 

you are the only place to get it and that you have a truck full outside at a great price just 

for them.  Imagine the boost you would get if a prominent figure in your niche got up 

there behind you and endorsed you to the “hungry” crowd.  That’s leverage!  That’s 

the power of a Strategic Alliance! 

 

Leverage through Strategic Alliances allows you to duplicate your 

efforts and produce many times greater results – at a much lower expense.  

Leverage produces exponential results for the same or less effort! 
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Leveraging through Strategic Alliances Allows you to use their “trust” 

and thus get their clients attention to look at or try your product or service 

especially since the Strategic Alliance Partner is recommending you! 

 

 

NOTES: 
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BONUS #BONUS #BONUS #BONUS #3333:  Two FREE Gifts:  Two FREE Gifts:  Two FREE Gifts:  Two FREE Gifts    

ONLY If you act ONLY If you act ONLY If you act ONLY If you act SoonSoonSoonSoon    –    Limited Time OfferLimited Time OfferLimited Time OfferLimited Time Offer!!!!    

    

FIRST, FIRST, FIRST, FIRST, IntroducingIntroducingIntroducingIntroducing…………    

The Easy Marketing GPS - Guaranteed Profits System™ 

What if you had an easy Marketing GPS™ to guide you to  

double digit ROI’s…even in a recession? 

 

“In order for any business to work it must become a 

System so that the business works exactly the 

Same way every time down to the last detail!” 

~Michael Gerber, Consultant & Author “e-myth” 

 

Is your business a System?  Do you have a marketing Plan that will 

Guarantee you a “double or triple digit” return on your investment? 

 

What will you do differently this year to get different results?  Einstein 

defined insanity as “doing the same thing over and over and expecting 

different results”.  Is this you?  Are you looking for something different? 
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Before we go any further I want to make a few things clear.  The Easy 

Marketing GPS - Guaranteed Profits System™ is not for everyone and that’s 

ok.  We will not be a good fit for every business and we might bump heads if: 

� You are currently satisfied with the current growth of your business. 

� Your current plan will guarantee you 25%-150% increase in profits this year 

or quarter and next year as well with little effort. 

� You are currently attracting more prospects that you can handle and are 

doing it without spending an extra dime on advertising. 

� You are currently converting over 2/3 of your prospects into customers. 

� Your average and lifetime value of your customers is through the roof and 

you could not handle another dollar increase. 

� You regularly have to call your customers and ask them to stop giving you 

referrals because you cannot handle the growth. 

� You have an abundance of money and spend more time off than you do 

working. 

� You are grumpy, grouchy, unwilling to learn, and love negative stress. 

 

If you are experiencing any of the above symptoms, then go ahead and 

stop reading!!  You are not a good fit for the Easy Marketing GPS - 

Guaranteed Profits System™ and I thank you for reading this far and wish 

you continued success in your business. 

 

If you do not have any of the symptoms above but would like to have 

every one of them, except the last one, then… 

 

I have some GREAT news for You!! 
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The Easy Marketing GPS - Guaranteed Profits System™ will help you 

leverage your marketing efforts to help you Attract more business, make 

more money, serve your community better and enjoy more time off! Easily! 

 

Remember in the introduction we discussed the only three ways you 

could grow your business?  I will re-state them here for you: 

 

The only three ways to grow a business: 

 

1) You can acquire more prospects and convert them into new clients. 
2) You can increase the number of purchases your customers make. 
3) You can increase the value of your customer transactions  
 

Easy Marketing GPS – Guaranteed Profits System™ will help you exponentially 

grow your business…even in a recession by easily affecting these 3 key areas and teaching 

you how to do it without additional advertising, or expense.  As you saw in the last 

chapter, when you affect all three at the same time the results are incredible! 

 

The best part of the Easy Marketing GPS – Guaranteed Profits System™ is that it 

will systemize your marketing and you will not be alone.  I will not just give you 

some marketing books and leave you alone to figure it out. I will guide you 

through the process step-by-step! 

 

Hi, my name is Robert Newhart Jr. and I hope you 

have enjoyed my 7 Easy ZERO COST Strategies You Can Use 

Today To Grow Your Business… book.  I hope that you will register 

for one of my live webinars or tele-seminars when they are 

available on these 7 easy Strategies that will take you through each 

strategy in detail so you can easily grow your business in any 

market, even in a recession.  If you would like to sign up or learn 

more surf on over to my website and look for “Webinars”. If it is 

not in the menu, check back as I update it often but take it down when I am overbooked. 

But First… 
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If you are serious about your business, I mean you really want to grow it and make some 

changes, you are going to have to go outside of your comfort zone just a little bit.  Doing things 

differently sometimes makes us uneasy.  We sometimes resist change even if it is good for 

us and we know it because we feel funny about it.  Here is a small example: 

 

Take your hands and place them together locking or 

clasping the fingers together almost like you are 

praying. Notice which thumb you put over the other.  

Now do the opposite.  Lock your hands together but 

put the other thumb on top.  How does that feel? 

Different I bet, right? 

 

We get used to doing things a certain way [without realizing it] 

and we just keep doing it over and over.  Anything different is 

difficult – but it doesn’t mean it is bad.  Just different.  If we 

practice it gets easier and stops feeling foreign to us. 

 

The favor I am going to ask you to help me with is this, “if I could show you how 

you can get a triple digit ROI, attract more business, make more money, help 

your Community better and enjoy more time off  just by spending a little 

time with me (so I can help you how to grow your business and give you a 

100% Money Back Guarantee with a minimum double digit ROI) would you 

take the next step with me?  Will you step outside your comfort zone and let 

me guide and coach you to get the results you so desperately seek?”   

  

Computer Hardware Store - "It’s this simple...before the 
Marketing Workshop, $1,000 a week in new computer sales. After the 

Marketing Workshop $8,000 a week in new sales."  
~Molineux Computers~ 

 

CAN I ASK YOU A FAVOR?CAN I ASK YOU A FAVOR?CAN I ASK YOU A FAVOR?CAN I ASK YOU A FAVOR?    
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I have made it easy for every business of any size to get results! 

My Easy Marketing GPS - Guaranteed Profits System™ Do It Yourself Course 

will help you achieve your business goals.  I am confident that it will: 

 

� Help you create a plan that will guarantee you 25%-150% increase in 

profits this year or quarter, next year and every year after as well with little 

effort. 

� Teach you how to attract more prospects than you can handle and do it 

without spending an extra dime on advertising. 

� Coach you to convert over 2/3 of your prospects into lifetime customers. 

� Show you how to increase your average and lifetime value of your 

customers on a consistent basis. 

� Get your customers to give you “red-hot” referrals consistently because 

they are your biggest fans. 

� Finally, give you a guaranteed return on your marketing 

investment. When is the last time that has happened? 

� Help you to have an abundance of money and spend more time off than you 

do working (if you so desire). 

 

I am so confident that I can help you do this that I am putting my reputation on the 

line and I am backing it up with a LIFETIME 100% Money Back Satisfaction 

Guarantee and I’ll let you keep the course!  You can’t beat that! When was the last time 

you had someone guarantee marketing results or more pertinent to today’s world guarantee 

your investment? 

 
  

 

 

 

 

Retail Clothier - "These marketing techniques and marketing systems 
coupled with great sales training doubled our store's average sales from 
$25 to $50! The concepts are sound and now we generate more sales 

each month through learning how to work customer base effectively. We 
now invite our customers to come back regularly and buy from us more 
often. Sales have increased from 500,000 to over $750,000 in 1 year."  

~D. J., Owner~ 
Cedar Creek Clothing 
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One of the greatest benefits of the Easy Marketing GPS – Guaranteed Profits 

System™ DIY Course is that you will also get 10 hours of one-on-one time with me 

via the phone or skype guiding and coaching you to focus on the most important steps you 

can take to get immediate lasting exponential growth results in your business! 

So you will not be alone during this process.  You will also get unlimited email and 

skype/chat support as needed. 

 

Remember when there was a time that we had to ask for directions to get somewhere 

and now we have GPS in our cars, in our phones, or we can just google the directions and 

take them with us.  Now you can have a GPS for your business – The Easy 

Marketing GPS - Guaranteed Profits System™ DIY Course! 

 

You can try to do everything by yourself [like you do now] but why would you 

when you can have a Coach with 30+ years of small business experience guide you directly 

and easily to your goals using a 37-year-old marketing system that has been adapted to 

meet the challenges we are now faced with in the digital world today. 

 

The difference would be like trying to get from Raleigh, NC to a specific address in 
Los Angeles, CA without a map or directions in 36 hours by car.  You know you need to 
head West… probably.  You might get on a highway…but which one and where do you get 
off?  You would spend a lot of time (our most valuable asset) getting directions and 
heading down the wrong roads. 

 

OR 
 

I could give you a GPS that will guide you turn by turn without much effort or 
wasted time and you could be sure you would reach your destination on time guaranteed! 

 

I am offering you the GPS for your business or practice – My Easy 

Marketing GPS - Guaranteed Profits System™ –DIY Course. All you need to 

do is take the next step and call or email me today for details! 984-204-6200 

or info@robertnewhartjr.com  Put ‘GPS DIY’ in the subject line. 

You can also schedule a 15 min. call with me here: http://goo.gl/o9v8Om  

 

BE SURE TO LOOK FOR BONUS GIFT #3 ON THE LAST PAGE, YOU 

WONT WANT TO MISS OUT! ☺☺☺☺ 
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However, before I entice you with an “irresistible offer” I want to 

challenge you with a fun riddle of which the correct answer will help us with 

the next step! 

 

 

Now for the Riddle! 

 

There were 4 frogs sitting on a log in the middle of the pond, 

 

3 frogs decide to jump off the log… 

 

How many frogs are left sitting on the log? 

 

I can hear you now, “obviously only one frog, Newhart”, “wait a minute, this is a 

trick too obvious”, Newhart is at it again, what is he looking for?” 

 

If you would like to know the answer and why, before you pull your hair out, 

Turn to the next page if you give up… 
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Answer: 

 

4 frogs are still sitting on the log! 

 

See, 3 only decided to jump off, but I did not say they actually 

jumped! 

 

You can decide anything you like but until and only when 

you take action and actually do something will you ever get 

results!   

 

So are you actually going to decide and then take action (my irresistible 

offers below) or will you still be sitting on the log or taking a vacation on the 

island “someday I’ll”?  The choice is yours and yours alone! 

 

 

 

    

I have I have I have I have twotwotwotwo    Irresistible OfferIrresistible OfferIrresistible OfferIrresistible Offerssss    (my (my (my (my FREE Segmentation SaleFREE Segmentation SaleFREE Segmentation SaleFREE Segmentation Sale    ☺☺☺☺) ) ) ) 

for you on the next page butfor you on the next page butfor you on the next page butfor you on the next page but    it is limited because I can it is limited because I can it is limited because I can it is limited because I can onlyonlyonlyonly    help help help help 

25252525 ----    30303030    people at any given time! So Do Notpeople at any given time! So Do Notpeople at any given time! So Do Notpeople at any given time! So Do Not take too long take too long take too long take too long 

deciding!deciding!deciding!deciding!  The last thing you want is your competition getting The last thing you want is your competition getting The last thing you want is your competition getting The last thing you want is your competition getting 

and acting onand acting onand acting onand acting on this before you do! this before you do! this before you do! this before you do! Take actionTake actionTake actionTake action todaytodaytodaytoday, it, it, it, it’s easy!s easy!s easy!s easy!    

LIMITED TIME OFFER!LIMITED TIME OFFER!LIMITED TIME OFFER!LIMITED TIME OFFER!    
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I will give the next 20 people who are serious about changing and growing 

their business a choice. Both are worth $1000 in value and will be 

Free to the NEXT 20 people who send me an email!  

 

BONUS GIFT #1: Be one of the next 20 people to email me at 

info@RobertNewhartJr.com and choose your free bonus: Just 

put “Free Bonus #1 from Book” in subject line. With your choice 

and contact information in the body of the email. 

 

You can choose: 

1) A 60-minute $1000 Strategy Session, where I will be on a 

call with you and helping you take action on the 7 Zero 

Cost Strategies in your business or practice.  You can learn 

more Here   I call this the $1000 Strategy Session because If I 

cannot find at least $1000 in LOST Profits in your business while 

we are on the phone, I will pay you for your time! Maybe you have 

already done this so #2 might be better. 

OR 

2) A 30-minute radio interview on the phone that will be 

edited and syndicated on Business Innovators Radio 

online which can also be heard on iHeart Radio, Spreaker, 

Stitcher, iTunes, and YouTube among others.  It will be 

similar to this one I did a while ago.  Listen here  You will 

get a link to your interview to use in your marketing efforts.  I will 

interview you about your WHY, how you got started doing what you 

do, who you can help, and a few other tips for the listeners. 
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Ok, I’ll make this even easier for you to not only decide, but to TAKE ACTION 

Immediately, like right now!!!   

 

TAKE DIFFERENT ACTIONS to Get Different Results! 

BONUS GIFT#2 - BONUS ZERO COST STRATEGY:   

 

Don’t Delay, ONLY THE NEXT SEVEN (7) people that sends an 

email to me at  info@RobertNewhartJr.com with “Easy Marketing 

GPS™ Email Deal” in the Subject line will also get this bonus like 

no other!  This Bonus is what I call, “Results In Advance” and has a 

$5,000 - $10,000+ potential of pure profit in the next 2 weeks or so 

and requires NO money, time, or anything from you, if you qualify! 

 

Here is what I am offering in this Bonus.  I have developed a system for 

business owners that have an email list.  By sending 1 short email to your list 

with an offer that they will love and when they take advantage of the offer, you 

get paid!  Works every time! 

 

TO QUALIFY YOU MUST:  

• Have a list in digital format of emails that you have collected from your 

patients or clients. 

• Be one of the next 7 people who email me as directed above. 

That’s it!  Don’t delay and make sure you send me your contact 

information and your best phone number so we can discuss the 

details. 

 

The plan you have right now will not get you where you want to go! 

You must do something different if you want different results! 

I can help you but you must decide and then Act on that decision! 
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NOTE: I can Only work with 10 more business owners at this time on the Easy 

Marketing GPS – Guaranteed Profits System™ DIY Course and then it may 

be shut down!  You May have to wait for it to open up again or be left out! 

 

BONUS GIFT #3: Mention This Book and get $500 off the DIY Course or ANY 

GOLD LEVEL or Higher ‘Done For You’ Services! 

 

The 1st Step is to Schedule Your FREE $1000 Strategy Session if you 
have not done so yet where we will work together on the strategies 
in this book and discuss the DIY Course for your business! 
 

Call: 919-204-6200 

Or email me at: info@RobertNewhartJr.com  

You can also schedule a 15 min. call with me here: http://goo.gl/o9v8Om 
 

Perhaps you are busy and would prefer ‘Done For 

You’ Services, No Worries!  I can do that too!  Just 

head over to my website to learn more about my 

Services and then set up a time to call to discuss, 

THANK YOU!! 

 

Thank you for reading my book! Hopefully I have 

given you some value to help you grow your 

business. I’d love to hear your thoughts and success 

stories! 
 

Sincerely, 

Robert Newhart Jr. 


